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Abstract:
The collection is comprised of photographic and audio-visual materials used in admissions marketing initiatives such as printed brochures and mailings, as well as audio-visual related platforms such as radio and television commercials. A significant portion of the collection includes staged and posed scenes of students and faculty. Please note that VHS tapes and cassettes are able to be played, however playback devices are not available for Betamax, and DVDPRO formats.

Box and Folder Listing

Box 1:
- Photographs - Athletics
- Photographs - Buildings
- Photographs - Classrooms
- Photographs - Commencement
- Photographs - Pride Day
- Photographs - unidentified
- Slides - Athletics
- Slides - Campus Buildings
- Slides - Classrooms
- Slides - President DeLauder
- Slides - Students
- Slides - Student Organizations
- 13 Betamax video tapes
- 4 VHS tapes
- 6 cassette tapes
- 1 microcassette
- 7 DVDPRO tapes
- 11 CDs

Colophon: Collection was initially processed in 9/2017 by Rejoice Scherry.